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Details of Visit:

Author: Vivago
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 16 Sep 2011 1500
Duration of Visit: 60 min
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07968058049

The Premises:

Basement flat in quiet residential street near Kilburn Park tube.

The Lady:

I chose Amelia because of her nice set of photos and 2 gushing FRs on **. Although it was
definately the same lady, the photos cleverly hid the crinkly tummy and sad droopy 'spaniels ears'.
She also looked a few years older than the claimed 22. Caveat emptor!

The Story:

Despite the initial disappointment of the above and the seeming lack of a spark, I must say that
Amelia did try hard to please. She has an excellent oral technique which would give a woody to a
cadever. So I greatly enjoyed her initial bbbj to fairly rapid completion into her mouth.

Normally I'm well up to managing a second pop within the hour but today it was a little like trying to
put toothpaste back into the tube, despite Amelia's valiant efforts. For a while, after a long oral
session and enjoying watching her playing with herself, I briefly raised my game and connected in
mish and doggy but thoughts of her baby scarred body must have intruded and I slid out. Many girls
would have given up at this stage with 10 minutes left on the clock but Polish women are made of
sterner stuff and using a combination of mouth and hand, she brought me to a second satisfying
climax.

Although not my type, I can imagine that Amelia has a devoted band of regular clientele who enjoy
the real MILF experience but I shall not be one of them.
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